
 
 

A guide to… 

 

 

 

 

 

“Children and young people who use AR tend to enjoy reading 

more, do it more often and think more positively about reading 

than their peers who do not use AR. They are also more likely to 

see a link between reading and their successes.” 
Dr Christina Clark, National Literacy Trust 

 

 

Please note: Mrs Thomas and Miss Short will be 

available in the media suite during parents evening to 

answer any questions and demonstrate quizzes and 

STAR tests. 
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Overview 

 

 Accelerated reading helps monitor children’s comprehension skills.  

 

 Your child may bring home a book which they can easily decode but do they 

really understand it? Can they retrieve information, infer and deduce, make 

predictions and summarise the main points? Do they understand the 

vocabulary? Accelerated reading aims to ensure children really understand 

what they are reading and give them practise with answering test style 

questions. 

 

 6 half termly STAR tests will allow children to be closely assessed and 

monitored and put on appropriate book levels. 

 

 Every time children finish a book they will have the opportunity to take a 

reading comprehension quiz on an ipad or computer. 

 

 If the book is pitched at the right level, children should be scoring at least 

85% per test. 

 

 If they score 100% consistently across a few quizzes, they will progress up 

to the next book level. 

 

 60% is a pass on smaller books although this indicates that the child still 

needs to do a lot of practise before moving up a level. 

 

 Reading corners have been stocked with exciting new books for the children, 

which we will hope motivate the children and help them make excellent 

progress with their reading. 

How can you help? 

 Encouraging your child to read daily and ensuring they are asked questions 

about what they are reading will optimise their progress. Please see the end 

of the pack for ideas on questions to ask your children when you her them 

read. 



The STAR reading test- (to determine the ZPD and book level) 

The STAR reading test should take a child on average 15 minutes to complete.  

If children do not know the answer to a question, they should wait for it to 

time out. Guessing can affect the reliability of the score. 

Questions start off easy. If answered correctly, the questions will get 

progressively harder. Otherwise they will stay around the same level, in order 

to encourage the child to not give up. 

***PLEASE NOTE- children will complete one of these every half term and 

book levels will be adjusted accordingly*** 

Example of questions from a STAR test for a year 4 person ZPD level 3.1-4.8- 

getting progressively harder as questions answered correctly. 

Question 1 

 

Question 4 

 



Question 6 

 

 
Question 11 

 
Question 12 

 

 



Example of how the questions at Q11 will stay easier if children are not 

getting them right. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The labels explained 

Your child will be given a ZPD level. This could be a small range for example 

(2.2-3.2) or a larger range (4.2-7.0). We have encouraged children to roughly 

start in the middle of this range and take a test to then determine whether 

they are pitched at the right level. Please note: If your child cannot find their 

exact level (for example 3.2) taking one above or below (3.1 or 3.3.) will be fine. 

 

All books on accelerated reader will have a label as below.  

 

 

 

 

Book choice 

Book corners have been reorganised to ensure each class has a good coverage 

of their required levels. More stock has also been ordered taking into 

consideration gaps in levels and interest levels of books to ensure they are 

inspiring to children. 

Even though a book may look easier than your child has read before, it will be 

matched (using the data from the STAR test) to your child’s ability to 

comprehend. Please help us reassure your child that a thin book doesn’t 

necessarily mean it is easy. It is about the sentences structure and complexity 

of vocabulary that determines how hard a book is.  

Each book is worth a different number of points 

according to the number of words. Children will be 

awarded these points on completion of a quiz. The more 

they get right the more points they get. This will be 

developed into competitions at a later date. 

Interest level 

LY- 5-8 Years 

MY- 9-13 Years 

Book Level- 

comes from 

the child’s 

ZPD. 

For speed and ease 

children can enter 

the quiz number to 

take their quiz. 

 



We encourage children to read at Roebuck as we want to develop a love of 

reading. From stimulating books corners, whole class story sessions, weekly 

guided reading sessions, reading buddies and plans to revamp and open up the 

school library to out of school hours, we are striving to improve and better the 

reading provision for your child. 

Children can still choose their own books for pleasure when they are at home 

and at the school library. We want to motivate children to read. 

The quizzes 

Once a child has completed a book, they will be given the opportunity to take a 

quiz online. This will help both the child and teacher assess their progress. 

Once children are confident with the process, incentives such as certificates 

will be introduced to motivate the children. 

If a child is achieving 85% on a test- this indicates the book level is 

appropriate. Consistently achieving 100% indicates they may be ready to 

move to the next level. 60% is considered a pass but indicates the child 

should stay at the set level or even go back a level to aim for scoring 85% 

or above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reading comprehension Quizzes 

All accelerated reader books will have a comprehension test. These questions 

predominantly test the children’s retrieval skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vocabulary Quizzes 

Some accelerated reader books will have a vocabulary quiz. These are very 

important as they test children’s understanding of key vocabulary. It is very 

important that children understand the words that they are reading to enhance 

their overall understanding of the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Literacy skills quizzes 

Some accelerated reader books will have a Literacy skills quiz. These are very 

important as they test children’s ability to infer and deduce information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What can you do to help your child? 

DISCUSSION & QUESTIONING AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE WILL HELP 

YOUR CHILD MAKE PROGRESS 

Ask your child questions when you hear them read to assess their 

understanding of the text. This is so important as we want to develop their 

ability to comprehend, infer, predict, summarise and question as well as many 

other reading skills. 

Summarising 

 Tell me about XX. Does s/he remind you of anyone in another story? What 

about the things that s/he does / says? How do they remind you? 

Vocabulary 

 Read me; specify sentence/ paragraph. Are some words more important than 

others? Tell me about them. Let’s look at the conjunctions / verbs / etc. 

What do they make you think about? 

Inferring 

 What things that XX does or says give us clues about them? What do you 

notice about how s/he behaves towards other people?  

 When you read: specify section, what does it make you feel? Are some words 

more important than others to make you feel like that? Tell me about them. 

 Tell me about how the author makes you feel about (name of character). Can 

you find me an example of what you mean? 

 When XX says “…” what does that make you think? What do you think they 

might be feeling? 

 Find me a place where the scene changes. Are the characters behaving 

differently now? (Relate to their own experiences.) 

 

 

 

 



Predicting 

 Tell me about specify section. What do you think XX might do now? What 

about YY? What would you do? What will they not do? 

Authorial intent 

 What did you think of: character / chapter / specified sections / overall as a 

book? Are there bits that stick in your memory? What made them stick? 

 Tell me about the sentences in this section. What do you notice? (Short? 

Long? Ways to start? Conjunctions?) Say them aloud. What do you notice? 

Retrieving 

 Which words give us little clues about XX? What kind of a person do you 

think they are from what you’ve noticed? 

 What impression do you have of the house / garden? Which words make us 

think it is strange / exciting etc? 

 Find me the words and phrases that are referring to XX. On those same 

pages is information that is not about XX. Let’s find some examples. Agree 

what these might be about. 

 Find me a bit where the setting / time / person narrating changed. Are there 

particular words / phrases that tell us what’s happening? What do you think 

the author wants us to feel? Show me the words that make you think that…. 

Comparing 

 Do you think XX is feeling a bit biased (tell them ‘on the side of’ or ‘against’) 

about YY. Find me a bit in the text that made you think that. Do other 

characters in the story feel differently? Are there particular words that 

show the bias?  

 

 


